This crisis, a difficult experience at the time, turned out to be a positive step for my work. I was forced to re-examine all of my previous work and to assess it on a literal and qualitative basis. By going through this long and arduous process I began slowly to understand my own artistic nature. I discovered that, for me, sculpture was most interesting and rewarding on a formal level, which is to say, I was simply most intrigued by the.effects I produced through the manipulation of volumes, lines, and surfaces. The actual physical aspect of the work was the basis of my interest, and thus the essence of my own particular vision existed exclusively within the form of the objects produced.
Armed with this newly discovered insight I soon found that the only work that still interested me that I 2 produced in those first troublesome months was a piece I had begun long before entering school (Fig. 1) . It was a complex, yet pure, exploration of line and volume. It bulged, swirled, and undulated as though it possessed a life of its own. It was a work that reflected entirely my sense of form and returning to it marked the renewal of my artistic energies.
As it has turned out, and without any real design on my part, my thesis show has become an exploration of the possibilities of this one watershed work. After discovering its potential I proceeded to produce varying combinations of its formal elements. I divided, simplified, opened, closed, and contrasted many of its characteristics.
I attempted to realize fully its strengths and its limits. The second work grew naturally out of the positive aspects of the first work (Fig. 2) . As can be seen in this piece, I released the form by eliminating any squared off areas. What is finally created is a rather heavy, yet strong, endless line motif.
With this work I attempted to make the volumes and the lines move in a rhythmic manner. Here, the interpretation is, one would hope, a lively rendition of a fairly common form. Its strength or its weakness, again, lie with the subtle development of the surfaces.
This piece was also finally realized in bronze, and it was also only a partial success. I feel now that the symmetry of its design presented a difficult barrier for my attempts to enliven it visually. The stolidness of 5 the piece as a concept is at war with its own bulging surfaces. The first of these (Fig. 7) , does relate to my other work, simply by its curving animated form. By contrast, however, its rough chiseled surface separates it from the others. I feel that by making this decision, I have preserved a more spontaneous quality which the highly finished works do not possess, and by doing so I have gained a feeling of directness between viewer and object • The second of these works (Fig. 8) , also retains many of the elements of line, movement and fullness that were present in my previous pieces, but again, the inclusion of rough passages, make its impact more basic. 
